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It also takes good video, both day and night. This review is part of our ongoing roundup of the
best dash cams. Go there for more information on competing products and how we tested.
Therefore, the first thing you need to do is download the Garmin Drive app. The app pairs your
phone with the camera via Bluetooth, then engages its Wi-Fi hotspot for further
communications. The app lets you view real-time or captured video, as well as change the video
quality, units metric, etc. The Dash Cam Mini is mounted using a metal post and plastic ball joint
arrangement similar to what Garmin first marketed last year. To remove the camera, you must
pop it off the ball joint. The auxiliary power adapter has two USB ports. The USB cable Garmin
supplies is data-capable some are power-only and can be used to connect the Dash Cam Mini to
your computer for offloading photos. Note that when attached as a USB mass data device, the
camera stops functioning. In fact, this new generation now produces some of the most stable
video in the business. The fisheye effect from the degree lens is minimal, and detail is quite
good, as is color. Night video from the Sony IMX sensor was also quite good. The Dash Cam
Mini would be a good night surveillance unit if given a constant power source such as an OBD
power cable, and Garmin had provided a parking mode. The video is certainly up to the task.
However, run time is very short--two seconds max. My main caveats are the lack of GPS and the
short run time of the super capacitor, but I love the size and design. We love this dash cam's
diminutive profile, very nice video, and phone connectivity, but we miss GPS, would like more
than one second of run time from the super capacitor, and wish it were better ventilated to
release heat. That's a lot of caveats for a camera that we actually like. At a Glance. Dash Cam
Mini. The Dash Cam Mini is a very clever and low-profile to thieves design, but there are
caveats. Note: When you purchase something after clicking links in our articles, we may earn a
small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Pros Incredibly small profile
Very good video Excellent motion stabilization. Deals Bargain threads Classified adverts. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. What's new New posts Latest activity.
Search forums. Members Current visitors. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. Nextbase GW issues. MrMeister Standard Member. Having
charged as required for the initial first charge of 2 hours it still holds the charging symbol even
after I've removed the power cable completely. When I connect my power cable to my Mac to
recharge it doesn't show up on my devices section but if I simply remove the power cable I get
an message about not ejecting properly. Has anyone else had these or similar issue with
Nextbase dash cams? I've got one already; a G where I can plug it into the 12v charger in my car
and its starts ok, 30 seconds later the auto screen saver kicks in and also show up on my
Devices list on the Mac no probs. Hope someone can help me here!! Merry Christmas to you
all!! Viksta Novice Member. MrMeister said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
threads J. Jake13 Dec 29, Miscellaneous Classifieds. Replies 5 Views Feb 11, Jake Replies 3
Views 2K. Jan 18, paulm Help - Nextbase GW. Replies 2 Views Mar 10, 12harry. Question
Nextbase GW problem? Replies 3 Views 1K. Feb 15, Karm. Replies 1 Views Jan 17, Gerbil.
Subscribe to our YouTube channel. Top Bottom. No matter what brand of dash camera you
choose, each has their own problems. We have compiled a list of the most common issues and
solutions for cameras we have reviewed. If your camera runs out of energy, your settings will be
lost. In healthy batteries after a few weeks of not turning on your camera will lose its charge. If
you have issues with your RTC or lithium-ion battery, you may lose power immediately, and
your settings are lost when your camera turns off. Troubleshooting Try recharging the battery
for an extended period of time, several hours at least. For USB cameras this is easy if you plug
it into a cell-phone charger. The most common cause is a faulty capacitor or lithium-ion battery.
Your dash cam uses their energy to save the last file and turn off the camera properly. See
above for fixes which is to try charging the camera for several hours. Shutting down data or in
some cases, turning on airplane mode and then turning on WiFi will fix the issue of your camera
not connecting to your dash cam. Some cars have loose connections, and your cable may have
fallen out. If properly connected the next most likely cause is a faulty power adapter. Get a cell
phone charger to power your camera. You may have to use the cable from your vehicle. If it
works, you have a problem with your 12V adapter. Check for a blown fuse. Most of these cables
supply 12V directly to the camera. The tip likely can be twisted off, and your adapter opened so
you can check the fuse. Be careful during disassembly as there are springs and other tiny parts.
Inside, the fuse is a clear cylinder with two metal ends and a thin wire in the middle. If the wire is
broken, your fuse has blown and needs to be replaced. Once replaced, your camera should
work. Broken Camera If you checked the fuse, and for USB cameras tried powering with a
cell-phone charger, and nothing works â€” bad news, your camera likely is broken. Warning
About Voiding Your Warranty Some of these solutions may require you to change your firmware

or disassemble the camera. Updating the firmware may cause your camera to stop working if
done incorrectly and you may lose the warranty. Disassembling the camera will almost always
void the warranty but you may have no choice as return shipping especially China for cheap
products may cost too much money. Reason: Plastic lens base and housing have expanded in
the heat. Solution: There is no known and working solution for this problem. This might be a
permanent problem so if the camera is still under warranty, you should contact the seller
regarding a refund or replacement. Solution: Check if loop recording is enabled. If it is enabled
try setting up a different loop time. Use another card you know that works. If you need a
replacement see our SD card guide. Solution: There is no known solution to this problem.
Trying different firmware might help. Solution: Warning! This solution will void the warranty of
camera! The manufacturer has corrected the problem and no longer glues the speaker to the
MicroSD slot. The only fix for those who have this problem is to forcefully remove the SD card
or remove the glue by disassembling the camera which voids the warranty. In cold weather
conditions under C camera does not start. Solution: Camera will warm up and start. Operating
temperature is from C to 60C. Solution: When deleting video files from the SD card in a
computer, make sure you delete the files from the trash as well while the SD is still in the
computer. If you still have this problem, try using different SD card that works. Solution: Buy
the right GPS. If you use the right GPS and still have this problem, it can be solved by installing
new firmware. Solution: To find out if it is a card issue , try to reformat the SD card you use or
try a different SD card. If that fails, try turning off the G-sensor and motion detection. If nothing
still, you may have a defective unit. Contact your manufacturer or retailer for warranty support.
As we cannot cover every camera please talk to your retailer or if there is a website check that
for the firmware files. There is no specific reason or explanation for why this happens, but
usually it occurs when camera is operating in high temperatures. Solution: There is no known
working solution to solve this problem. Solution: This problem may be corrected with a
firmware update. The cable connecting the front and rear cameras might be positioned or
installed poorly. Solution: Repositioning the cable has helped reduce the problem. Some
owners have added a ferrite core to reduce the problem. Solution: Try to format your SD card
first. If that fails use a different SD card. Transcend High Endurance SD card also has great
track record of performance and reliability in Blackvue cameras. You can also purchase the
Blackvue branded micro-SD cards which are guaranteed to work but can be expensive.
Solution: Check advanced WiFi settings on your phone and disable networking swtiching. See
our guide for more info on great dash cam cards. Solution: Try installing V1. You are not getting
a good signal through the windshield or you may have wrong time zone settings. Solution:
Make sure you set the right time zone for your camera. Move the camera to different position
where it can receive a GPS signal. Check if the central pin is damaged or the barrel prongs are
bent inwards. Date and Time Reset. This requires you to open the camera and we suggest you
contact your retailer or Blackvue for a solution even if the camera is out of warranty. If you are
out of warranty you can disassemble the camera and replace it yourself. Note you can damage
the camera if you it incorrectly. Reason: You are hitting the mute switch by accident. Solution:
Voice activation can be switched on or off by swiping your finger across the left hand face of
the unit. You may need to keep your hands further from the device. Solution: In most cases it
means there is a SD card issue. Use a different resolution and frame rate instead. Solution: Try
using a different, known good SD card with the Yi dash cam. If the issue remains you have a
dead battery. Solution: Try cleaning the windshield and camera lens and adjust the position of
dashcam. Adjust the lens. Solution: You need to try a different, known good SD card. Solution:
Try using a different charger. Solution: Try a different player. Try downloading an older version
of the software. Faulty camera, problems with firmware. Camera might be overheating. Solution:
Do a reset by pressing the reset button using a pin in the reset hole. Update firmware by
instructions here: Dash Cam Talk Forums. Solution: Try using a different SD card. After a few
days this runs out and everything resets. Solution: Use the camera more frequently. Solution:
There is no solution. You can manually press the ON button to turn on the camera if this
happens to you. You also may have a faulty SD card or a faulty unit. Solution: Remove the
battery, remove the SD card â€” do a hard reboot. Solution: Can be corrected by Thinkware
replacing the buttons through a warranty exchange. You can also use tape to prevent the
rattling. Close the app on the phone even if running in the background. Restarting the app
usually resolves the problem. Alternatively, uninstall and reinstall the app on your phone. Also
update to the latest firmware. Might also be a firmware issue. Download the firmware , unzip the
file and copy contents to the root of the thinkware card. Insert the card and turn the camera on,
the device will update. Power cycle the camera and then try reconnecting. Solution: Confirm
you are using the right hardware kit and that you have tapped into the right circuits one
switched and one permanently on. We also have a full users guide where you can find out more

information on optimal settings, firmware updates. Solution: Stage 1: Reset the camera. While
the camera is off, use a paperclip and hold the reset button down while plugging the power
cable back in. Hold the reset button for 15 seconds and release. Wait 10 seconds and restart the
camera. See if the issue is fixed. Stage 2: Reflash the firmware. Download the latest firmware to
the root of your microSD card. See our firmware video here. Stage 3: Return the camera. If you
have tried the above and there is still a problem with the hardware and you will need to return to
your retailer or Viofo. Reason: Light bounces off your dashboard and onto the windshield.
Solution: You need to use the Viofo CPL filter which helps to reduce glare at night and cuts
down on windshield reflections. You can also purchase a non-reflective mat for your vehicle like
the Dash Mat which cuts down reflections at their source. Try using a different SD card and if
you have a chance buy one of their recommended SD cards. This is caused by the vibration
your camera receives from your car. Sometimes different position on windshield can experience
different level of vibration. Reposition and reinstall might help. Some users have applied shorter
or longer 3M brackets. Some use suction mount without problems. Try a different mount. That
could solve your problem. Another possibility is you got a fake card. You can test using
H2testw to see if it works. Cannot get my orskey dash cam to display car reg number even
though its set to ON in the settings. Excellent idea for an article Andrew and great summary of
suggestions. It is definitely an excellent idea. However,you can check the following arlo security
camera review. Terms of Service Affiliate Disclaimer. Skip to main content Skip to footer
Updated September 17th, Why does the last video file recorded before shutting down keep
getting corrupted? Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. My Nexteck p dashcam keeps turning on and
offâ€¦I have tried the reset button but this didnt help. Dennis Moss. Andrew Lam. Claudia Smith.
Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Log in Register. What's new Search Search. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Home JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Threads Messages
Today at PM oeahdglu. Threads 48 Messages Feb 15, benkar. Threads 2 Messages 2.
Wednesday at PM staceyplaskett. Threads Messages 1K. Today at AM 2channel. A Plus Threads
2 Messages 4. Threads 2 Messages 4. Yesterday at PM Frodo. Threads Messages 2. Which fuse
tab should I pick for my A plus duo? Threads 1 Messages 3. App cant connect to cam after FW
upgrade. Jun 16, Armeht. Wednesday at AM HaRd. WR1 Threads 1 Messages 1. Threads 1
Messages 1. Recording time after motion detection. Aug 3, bleze. No power to AC2 Dashcam.
May 9, nassibhaddad. Aug 22, pawol. Threads 2 Messages 5. Problems with Git2. Jan 2, Alberto
Biancotto. F1 Action Camera Talk for F1. Threads 10 Messages Gitup f1 error No sd card. Feb 8,
Piveux. Threads 50 Messages New Firmware. Dec 8, Luch. Git2 Action Camera Threads
Messages 3. Threads Messages 3. Git2 Firmware. Dec 20, singletonamos Git1 Action Camera
Threads 18 Messages Threads 18 Messages Mounts and Accessories Threads 59 Messages
Threads 59 Messages Gimbal for Git2. Jun 8, epicmonkey. Threads 63 Messages Jan 16,
techcloudltd. Threads 5 Messages Feb 2, ursamajor. Off Topic Threads 1 Messages Threads 1
Messages Members online ursamajor. Latest posts O. Guide and FAQ. Latest: 2channel Today
at AM. A Plus. Forum statistics Threads 1, Messages 9, Members 5, Latest member oeahdglu.
Latest profile posts R. A V3. New user. Also, can I attached the red wire to constant power, back
to ground and leave the yellow not connected?? VS7 benkar VS7 wrote on benkar's profile. Are
you a tech partner of some sort of Viofo? I ask, because you're making modded firmware and
saw a video of you putting together the IR camera. I would think Viofo would do that in-house.
Just curious. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search
media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts
Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser
before proceeding. Joined Oct 13, Messages 22 Points 3. Would like to know how the different
Parking Modes drain a battery. Anyone have a link or info? Joined Feb 24, Messages 1, Points
There is minimal difference between the parking mode power usage. Capture Your Action said:.
AndroidREM said:. Your response tells me nothing. I am looking for info on how long a battery
will power the A - 1 day, 2 days Thanks, but no power consumption info on DashCamTalk. With
that I can calculate how long the battery can power the unit. Asking in DashCamTalk will
probably yield you your answer. Plenty of A Pro users over there who could probably tell you or
test it. I use the 3fps timelapse parking mode with a GB memory card so I have enough storage
for several days worth of parking mode recording. I'm using the 3-wire hardwire kit.
Unfortunately I found the parking mode only lasted for Paul's Dashcam New Member. Thanks - a
user said that he ran some tests - battery lasts 18 - 24 hours in parking mode at which point it is
at the Paul's Dashcam said:. Isn't that for the A Duo? You asked about the "Pro Duo" - it may

well be different. Joined Jun 3, Messages 14 Points 3. I've had parking mode run for days. The
memory card was full and clips overwritten. This was before my drained battery problem
surfaced. You must log in or register to reply here. Best Dash Cams of Comparison Tool.
Forums Search forums New posts. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity.
Contact Us. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Search forums.
New posts. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Files out of sync.
Thread starter Mikey Start date Jan 24, Mikey Member. Hi When I download my files from the sd
card to my laptop they are not in sync. I tend to get some recent files - then it jumps back to
older files and then new files once more, and so one - I would just like to have all the files in
date-time following on from the previous one - hope this makes sense Advice needed please
TIA. SawMaster Well-Known Member. Check your file display options in Windows to be sure
they're set by time, not favorites. Just went through similar this morning on W8. SawMaster
said:. Hehe i just got a new mouse last night, or more actual i got the replacement for the not
cheap mouse i got a few months ago along with the new keyboard. Nice to have a fully
functional scroll wheel again. When you open a folder in windows with files, you have some
options along the top as to have to have those files displayed, you can select the size of the
icons but you can also choose how the files are filtered sorted. This is windows 10 on my
computer, but i think it is the same on at least the 2 previous models of windows. I just found
out that the setting you choose at least for how the files in that folder are sorted only apply to
that one folder, so this are not a global change if you do it like i display above. I have no idea if
there is somewhere in windows where you can choose the same for all folders. I was looking for
what the default method are in windows, i think it might be sorting files by name but i am not
sure, anyway you can play with this to see if you get a result you like. But i dont think this are
your problem, seem highly unlikely you would have made a change to this filtering setting for
your computer, so my guess is it is your nextbase i assume camera that are acting up. Mikey
said:. Hi Phil When you say Windows I assume you mean on my laptop? If so how is this done?
View attachment This is windows 10 on my computer, but i think it is the same on at least the 2
previous models of windows. The its your VPN that fool me, but even in English windows 10 it is
the same place to look i think the layout are the same, i am just not aware what those things are
called in the English version. You must log in or register to reply here. BASH Script for ffmpeg
to easily merge video files. Jul 7, Jun 14, Cutting together files, while having a longer file to be
fastened. Sep 8, Exporting small segments from recorded Mobius files? Jul 4, Mar 13, A car
crash can happen in an instant. The Nextbase GW Dash Cam produces a super-sharp p or Quad
HD video image that in our tests allowed us to clearly see details that were indecipherable with
most other dash cams. With its powered magnetic mount, the unit is easy to snap on and off,
without having to mess with a cord. The GW can also pair with three different rear cams , giving
you more versatility. The GW is similar to the GW in video quality but is a little smaller and
usually less expensive. It also usually costs less, and it lacks only the polarizing filter although
you can add an an optional one. For about half the price, or less, you can get the Papago
GoSafe S Its front camera is surprisingly sharp for a p model, and the video image has good
color and contrast, as well as a decent dynamic range at night. If you want to record the interior
of your car as you drive, we recommend the Vantrue N2 Pro , which has a camera that records
the view in front of the car and another one that faces the interior, a handy setup for ride-for-hire
drivers who want to document their passengers. And the rear-facing camera lets you see all
passengers, even in total darkness. About the size of a key fob, the Mini virtually disappears on
the windshield. But the T2 is not as sharp or easy to use as the best competitors. But if you
want extra insurance for hot and cold conditions, we recommend the Vantrue T2. Instead of a
lithium battery used in most dash cams , the T2 uses a capacitor power supply, which holds up
better in extreme temperatures. The T2 also has a more sophisticated parking-mode system
than most models, for recording incidents that happen when the car is parked. He has been
testing and writing about automotive electronics and accessories for the past 25 years. Molly
McLaughlin, who wrote a previous update for this guide, has written about consumer
electronics and software for PCMag, Lifewire , DealNews , and many others, and was a senior
editor at ConsumerSearch , a reviews website. In addition, a dash cam can help other drivers
who need objective eyewitness evidence following a crash, a hit-and-run incident, or a
road-rage incident. You can use it to record unsafe roadway conditions or to monitor the driving
habits of someone else in your carâ€”with their consent, of courseâ€” such as an inexperienced
driver or an aging senior. A dash cam can also come in handy if you just want to capture and
share a funny scene, a memorable trip moment, a beautiful vista, or unusual happeningsâ€”like
streaking meteors. But there are potential disadvantages, Schwartz noted. Finally, there are

some practical considerations. Most dash cams work in a similar way. They record to a microSD
card and use loop recording, so the oldest video is overwritten by the newest. They have built-in
G-sensors or accelerometers , which detect an impact, and if a crash occurs, the device will
automatically save that footage from being overwritten. Typically, you can also manually save
footage by pressing a button or giving a voice command. Dash cams can also record audio, if
you want, and most models let you capture a still photo. A large number of dash cams that have
high ratings on Amazon, for example, get low gradesâ€”such as a D or an Fâ€”on Fakespot. We
lean toward testing the latest higher-resolution models, with p or higher resolution, because
they are often notably sharper than p models. Controls: We looked for models with clearly
labeled, easily reachable controls especially the video-lock button. We also preferred models
that had buttons we could identify in the dark, intuitive menus, and a functional companion app.
Models with touchscreens are typically the easiest to use. Mounting system: We looked for
mounts that held the camera securely yet let us easily aim it, as well as easily remove it. Mounts
that attach to the windshield with adhesive pads are often more compact and very secure, but
they can be difficult to remove for repositioning or swapping between vehicles. Suction-cup
mounts work well for that. Many models give you a choice between mount types. Models
without a display require a phone or computer to view video footage and set up the
cameraâ€”generally not our preference. Size: Smaller dash cams are more discreet, but larger
ones can be easier to use because of their bigger displays and buttons. Field of view FOV : We
preferred models with an FOV in the range of to degreesâ€”wide enough to take in a multi-lane
highway or large intersection without creating a wide-angle effect that makes cars in front look
farther away and details harder to see. Wi-Fi and smartphone app: We like an integrated Wi-Fi
network because it allows the dash cam to connect to a compatible smartphone app, through
which you can view, download, or share video. The best models have the receiver integrated
into the mount, rather than needing a separate plug-in device. Driver-assist features: Basic
driver-assistance and safety alerts can include forward-collision warnings, which sound an alert
if you are following too closely; lane-departure warnings, which let you know if your car is
crossing a lane marker on the road; and other features such as stop-sign recognition,
reminders to turn on your headlights, and driver-fatigue reminders. Capacitor power supply: For
power, some dash cams use a capacitor instead of a lithium-ion battery , which handles extreme
temperatures better. While setting up each dash cam, we first evaluated the layout of the
controls, the size and location of the buttons, and how easy it was to navigate the menus. We
then set up the dash cams in a test car, evaluating how easy it was to attach the mounts to the
windshield, connect the dash cams to their mounts, adjust the aim of the cameras, and then
remove them. We tested the cameras in bright sunlight and at night, and on highways and
suburban streets, racking up hours of driving time. To make sure we could accurately compare
the dash cams to one another, we drove the same routes, which we chose for the amount of
detail available for the cameras to capture. Then we spent many more hours playing back the
video footage on a computer so that we could examine and compare details and overall image
quality. Based on all of this, we finally made our picks. And the GW includes a new, Emergency
SOS feature, which can automatically notify emergency personnel after a crash. The GW
records at p resolution, with a good degree field of view. In our testing, license plates and
details of cars in front of us were crisper and clearer than we what we saw using other dash
cams. And when we were driving down the main street of a nearby town, with the GW we could
easily read the license plates of parked cars and even cars passing in the opposite lane. Those
details were less clear with other high-performing models, and they were indecipherable with
most other dash cams. All of this means that the GW is more likely to capture the details you
need if an unexpected incident occurs. We saw good shadow detail and minimal glare, and
license plates were very legible, so it was generally easy to see what was happening. And the
GW makes it easy to view video without having to use a phone app or computer. You can also
take a still photo by tapping the touchscreen. A GPS sensor is integrated into the mount this is
a separate add-on for many dash cams , and the GW includes Bluetooth and Wi-Fi for
connecting to a compatible phone app. Because the cord can plug directly into the mount, you
can easily snap the dash cam on and pull it off without having to mess with the cord, which you
have to do with most models. This makes the GW very easy to take with you and reinstall when
needed. This model also gives you the option of using an adhesive or a suction-type mount; the
adhesive is more compact, but the suction mount held firm throughout our spring and summer
testing. No other dash-cam app provides such a variety of tools. You can also enter limited
personal and medical information into the app, and it will be automatically sent to the
emergency personnel to help them prepare. The GW can pair with three different rear cams ,
giving you even more versatility. A conventional rear camera, connected by a cord and mounted
to the rear window, provided very good video, with good color, excellent dynamic range, and

crisp detail, even at night. The other two are plug-in modules, which we found to be of limited
use. One has a moderate telephoto lens, which gives you a similar view to your rearview mirror.
We also wished for a slightly wider-angle lens, to cover more of the interior. If hour monitoring
is a top priority, we recommend the Owlcam instead. If high heat is a primary concern for you,
the capacitor-powered Vantrue T2 might be a better choice. The Nextbase GW Dash Cam offers
most of the advantages of the GW, its bigger sibling, but in a smaller, usually lower-priced
package. It gives you the same super-sharp, p resolution and bright, clear image quality. And it
has the same easy-to-use magnetic mount adhesive or suction , so the unit is simple to pop on
and off the windshield. The GW also uses the same handy smartphone app and computer
software as the GW. For a dual-cam model that can record behind your vehicle as well as in
front of it, we think the Papago GoSafe S Dash Camera is the best option. But that combo could
cost twice as much as the S As with most other dual-cam models we tested, the S records at p
resolution. Its field of view is a reasonable degrees. The rear camera, compared with the front,
produces usable footage, but it records at a more narrow degree FOV and has a duller overall
image with less sharpness and more contrast at night. The S is an average size for a dash cam,
and it has a bright, clear 2. The suction mount sticks well an adhesive one is also included , and
a large locking knob makes it easy to tighten the cam on the mount. Like other Papago models,
it provides a number of driver-assist features, including stop-sign recognition, departure-delay,
a headlight reminder, and a driver-fatigue alert. By contrast, the video captured by similar
models without LEDs was completely black when there was no ambient light around the car. At
night, the video lacks sharpness, and any glare can obscure license plates and other details.
The N2 Pro easily slips on and off its suction mount, which allows for a wide range of
adjustment for the front cam. The rear cam rotates vertically within the housing but not side to
side. The Mini records at p resolution, yet it delivers surprisingly good video quality compared
with similar models. It has the same degree FOV as the Nextbase models. In our testing, with
the Mini it was harder to read license plates on parked and oncoming cars than with the best p
models, but the images have bright colors and good dynamic range. The Garmin Drive app is
more limited than the Nextbase app, and the recorded video was a bit choppy when we played it
back. But some readers, particularly those from the Southwest, southern Texas, and Florida,
have asked about dash-cam models with a capacitor power supply, which generally handles
temperature extremes better than a lithium battery. It was harder to read license plates unless a
car was right in front of us, and we saw more contrast and glare in night video. The T2 does
have a more sophisticated parking-mode system than most other models, thoughâ€”it can
detect movement in front of the car, in addition to physical bumps. The Garmin Dash Cam 56 ,
which is the successor to our previous top pick, the Garmin 55, performed very well in our
testing. Its p video, with a degree FOV, was almost as sharp as that of the Nextbase GW and
GW, and it had good overall color and night imagery, although not quite as crisp as that of the
Nextbase models. Like the Nextbase models, the 56 uses a magnetic mount attached to the
windshield with adhesive , which makes it easy to pop on and off, but you do have to plug in or
unplug the cord each time. This captures more of the scene in front of the car, but it makes
things look farther away, so details are harder to see. Our previous top pick, the p Garmin Dash
Cam 55 , and its wider-angle sibling, the p Garmin Dash Cam 65W with a degree FOV , have
been discontinued, but they are still available from some retailers at discounted prices. Their
controls, dimensions, and windshield mounts are the same as those on the Garmin 56 and 66W,
above. Still, if you want Nextbase features and ease of use at a lower price, this model is worth
considering. For tight budgets, the Nextbase is an even less expensive, barebones version of
the GW, with no connectivity features. It has a bright, 2. But even though its footage was fairly
sharp and had good color, there was also a lot of video noise. And in footage taken at night, a
high level of contrast produced glare in lit areas and a lack of detail in darker ones. In night
video, the footage was contrasty and grainy. We also found it hard to adjust the lens position or
connect the app. The buttons on the rear are easy to access, but the labeling is difficult to read.
Also, the app is basic, and we had trouble connecting it to the X3. The Thinkware X is an older
model with worse video quality than that of our picks, and its optional plug-in GPS receiver is
less convenient. It uses a capacitor instead of a lithium-ion battery. The Rexing V1 , one of the
least expensive dash cams we tested, has a p max resolution and a wide, degree field of view.
The unit has no display and minimal physical controls, so all settingsâ€”even camera
alignmentâ€”require an app, which had connection issues in our tests. The mount also has no
side-to-side adjustment, limiting your ability to precisely aim the camera where you want. But
the p front video lacked sharpness and was too contrasty, which we found resulted in too much
glare at night and a lack of detail in darker areas. The D runs on a capacitor for extra insurance
in extreme temperatures. It also includes forward-collision and lane-departure alerts, but we
found them to be annoyingly sensitive and switched them off. We found the video quality of the

Rexing V1P Gen 3 to be average, with a lot of contrast and excessive glare. You can adjust the
lens in any direction by physically moving it, but this is difficult when the unit is mounted on the
windshield. The rear camera has a narrow, degree field of view, and in our tests at night it
lacked detail in darker areas, with glare that made license plates hard to read. But it lacks a
display, and without Wi-Fi or a smartphone app, you must play all footage back on a computer.
We used to recommend the Owlcam which the company has since replaced with two similar
versions, the Owlcam Classic 3. Because of this hiccup, and the fact that other dash cams offer
similar features, we no longer recommend these cameras. The PureCam also provides a hotspot
for connecting up to three devices. The p front cam provided reasonably sharp video in our
tests, but it was very dark out of the box, and night video was grainy. The 4-inch display was
easy to view. But the PureCam is a large device, and we had difficulty finding a location on the
windshield where we could properly aim both cameras without the device being too prominent.
The Cobra Road Scout is basically a radar detector with an integrated dash cam. A strong
magnetic mount makes it easy to pop the Scout on and off the windshield. It has a very narrow,
degree field of view, the compact display does not show dash-cam video, and the unit needs to
pair to your phone via Bluetooth to function at all. The Wi-Fi version records to a microSD card.
Its degree lens records in front of the car and in the interior, but in our tests its ultra-wide-angle
view made details hard to see. It also lacks a display and requires that you purchase a data
plan. The Klashwerks Raven combines a dual-cam setup with navigation, security, and vehicle
tracking. In hot weather, the adhesive mount had trouble holding the large, 7-inch device on our
windshield. We tested an early unit in the summer of , and Klashwerks has released a number of
updates since our test, so we may take another look at it in the future. To get the best view of
the road ahead, mount a dash cam high in the center of the windshield, near the rearview mirror.
Some states have regulations about what can be mounted on a windshield and where, so check
your local laws. From there, you can run the cord down along the edge of the windshield and
the front pillar, into the gap on the side of the dash, and underneath the dash to the power
outlet. Some models include small cable-holding clips that adhere to the glass and hold the
cord, as well as a small tool for fitting the cord between the trim or molding. This video does a
decent job of showing how to perform a tidy installation. If the power cord unplugs from its
adapter, you could plug it into a multiport USB car charger , which leaves a port open for other
devices. If not, you could use a volt splitter; in our testing, we had success with these
three-outlet splitters. But any car stereo shop can also do this for you. Our pick. Also great.
Everything we recommend Our pick. Those standard considerations aside, we also looked for
models that had the following features. The original p video has been converted to p here. Here
are samples of the test video for the three optional Nextbase rear cameras. Here are samples of
the test video from the Nextbase GW. Here are samples of test video from the Papago GoSafe S,
recorded in day and night conditions. Single-cam models The Garmin Dash Cam 56 , which is
the successor to our previous top pick, the Garmin 55, performed very well in our testing.
Multifunction models We used to recommend the Owlcam which the company has since
replaced with two similar versions, the Owlcam Classic 3. The Cobra Road Scout is basically a
radar detector with a dash cam grafted in, and it could be a good option if you want the
functionality of both without needing separate devices on your dash. Photo: Rik Paul. About
your guides Rik Paul. Molly K. Deals Bargain threads Classified adverts. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. What's new New posts Latest activity. Search forums.
Members Current visitors. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Nextbase GW. Thread starter Paul Iddon Start date May 26, Paul Iddon
Active Member. Nextbase have now released the Series 2 of their acclaimed dashcams. This
review is for the GW model. I have included an unboxing video for you, and I will list the tech
info below. An important and new feature is the use of Alexa to give you voice control over
some of the actions. Product Features p Quad HD recording at 30 fps. Inbuilt polarising filter to
reduce windscreen reflection and glare. Adhesive and suction fittings. GPS to keep track of
your journeys. You will need the Alexa app installed. Nextbase accessories to enhance your
recordings, including Rear Facing Cameras. Installation into the car is as always, straight
forward. The dashcam can be hardwired or powered by the 12v socket. The range now uses
Lithium Polymer batteries 3. I chose to use the 3M sticky mount - I find this to be more secure in
my old Ford Focus, though you can instead use the supplied suction mount. The camera
connects directly onto the mount using a very strong neodymium magnetic attachment. You will
see that in the video above. There are various resolutions - the native one being p 2K but you
can reduce this, though for me there is no reason to do so. That is unless you add one of the
rear view camers via the unique modular system - you can add a rear facing lens there are 2

versions to allow you to look into the interior of your vehicle, or through the rear window using
a zoomed lens. If you want though, you can connect a rear cam onto the back window
independently which then needs to connect to the front camera. This allows you to connect
your mobile phone to the camera, just follow the prompts and it should take no time at all. With
Alexa you can ask to play music, make calls, get directions, find somewhere to park, and of
course, control your dashcam. Both these apps worked fine on my brief test, so give it a go. If
you are involved in accident, this can alert emergency services to your location. This alert
sends crucial medical details make sure you input the details of things like blood group,
allergies etc. Hopefully, I will not have a need to test this out! Should this happen though the
Emergency SOS system will go through a number of things to check you're okay. This would
include ringing your phone. When hopefully you answer, the emergency alert will be cancelled.
If you have the Incident Aware active, the dash cam will lock the video file and send it to your
smartphone. The GPS has been improved dramatically too - connecting now 10 times a second
for faster and more accurate location finding. You can record audio - and I have to say the
microphone is exceptional. Voices, music, and with windows open, passing vehicles are loud
and clear with no distortion. With this application, you can edit your videos - joining more than
one together, annotating them, you can add titles, and change the output of the files. You can
even share videos onto social media by clicking the "share video" button. I do think this
software is due a tweak though, so check for updates. My first impressions are very positive. I
will soon add some road footage, both day and night, for you too see the levels of recording. On
the GW and other Series 1 models which had it, the speed readout was a rather obvious yellow,
so I asked about options of different colours. I'm pleased to say that the readout of the speed on
the screensaver is a comfortable blue, so my thanks to the developers if my idea was taken up
on this. This updated speed display is better because the satellite locks more frequently, using
2 separate systems simultaneously, so it recalculates 10 times per second way better than at
the moment on the Series 1 cams , so its updating almost immediately now. There is so much
more to get out of this camera, which I will let you discover for yourself. Half the fun is in
playing around with new technology, and this dashcam is no exception. There are loads of
options to change and set up in the menu pages, there is the connectivity via hi-speed wi-fi and
Alexa, and of course, owning a dashcam that not only records your journeys and incidents, but
a dashcam that could potentially save your life! Subject to editing as I find more to add! I have
added some videos below showing daylight and night time driving. My apologies for the dirty
windscreen - it has been a while, and you can see that more at night with the flaring of lights I
think a new windscreen would be good, or even a new car but that's a thing that won't happen,
so I'll get around to cleaning the glass more often I think! Overall, I'm happy with the quality
which compares well with Viofo A, however please bear in mind that Viofo 2K dashcam is
running under a highly improved modification. Nextbase will update the firmware I'm sure to
tweak settings too for future improvements. A couple of examples of motorway video quality:
Paul. I'm getting close to pulling the trigger on a dashcam. I had the viofo lined up but still think
it looks ugly. The Garmin 66w looks good but not much info atm. Nextbase have a big following
but I've read about issues with batteries dying, so footage is lost. Has this issue been sorted
with the new model? They have a new Lithium Polymer batteries 3. Having said that, I had no
issues at all with my GW and I have used that daily since October Wardy Member. I'm getting
the GW and Rear View add on tonight. Hopefully it will be equally trouble free. Countjedi Active
Member. Thanks Paul, I found the review and videos very helpful and I have ordered the plus the
review add on. Wardy, what do you think of the add on? I was switching from this and a actual
camera but went for the add on, but can still swap to a actual camera. Countjedi said:. Thanks
for the raw videos, it's interesting to compare. The viofo duo popped up on an Amazon lightning
deal and after a few near misses I decided to give it a try. Video looks similar to the GW footage.
Sadly for every good review of a nexbase product I have read a bad review which put me off.
The Viofo may not look great but I drive a volvo so it's hidden behind the intellisafe module
anyway. Glad to have been some help, the A is a solid performer, albeit with a different feature
set. I'm sure you'll do fine with it on board. I will hopefully post some photos this week. So far
very happy. Top news m8. To be fair, 2k dashcams should all perform similarly, but some do
have the edge on others. Be sure to rotate the CP to relive dashboard reflections. Well what
started off great Updated the software and fitted the dash cam back in the car and it would not
pick up the rear camera and it would not turn off and had frozen. Followed some advice on the
net and still not right or working and it was getting very very hot very hot to touch and hold.
Rang my local Halfords and mentioned the above an also stated it did not seem to be fitted
correctly in regards to how the rear wire was run. I took it down and the fitter at my local
Halfords was not happy with the standard of fitting also and he is going to rewire and refit the
rear camera. The connections come loose due to the wire being tightly fitted and coming apart

from the connection when I opened the boot just once thus why it would not work. So all
booked in for Tuesday evening 2nd for it to be rewired in the correct way. I will post pics before
and after so you can see how poorly it was fitted to the rear window. It is working again which is
good news. Last edited: Jun 30, I fitted mine myself, but the person who has done yours should
certainly have done better. Sadly some people rush jobs, this may have happened and as
consequence the result soon became obvious Good to know they are promising to do it better
for you. Thanks, I'm glad it went wrong within a few hours of it being installed rather than in 6
months time. That aside I would off requested it was fitted in the correct manner once I spotted
how it was installed when I opened the boot when I arrived home. That looks far better. Once
you are happy that all works as it should, you could consider using the sticky pad to place the
front cam higher up and just left of the dark area, which will hide it more. But looking good. The
video will be great from them. Thanks Paul, Good idea I will play about with it over the weekend
to hide it a little better. You'll have the lower res at the back, but the important one is the front.
Be sure to tweak the CPL. Deak Novice Member. Thanks to Paul for the video's and advise. I
have bought the GW and look forward to installing it on Saturday. The Nextbase App is fine.
Alexa won't play ball but early days. One thing though - on charging it up it gets so hot I nearly
dropped it when I picked it up. Then I ran it on Batteries to see how long they would last. Prey
tell - Is this normal? Battery dashcams can run hotter than capacitor dashcams. However, too
much heat is not good if it affects the cam. Give Nextbase Support a call on where they can
help. Quite normal. Nothing to worry about and it is thermally protected. I found it draws: 0.
Strangely it did not seem to draw any more linked to a phone with livelink. Helpdesk response
time was about 5 minutes on a Wednesday lunch time so full marks there. You must log in or
register to reply here. Similar threads N. Which cable for Nextbase GW? Replies 0 Views Feb 15,
neonplanet Nextbase Dashcam. Replies 13 Views 1K. Feb 12, deck1ng. Nextbase GW Query.
Replies 4 Views 2K. May 22, paulyoung Replies 3 Views 2K. Jan 18, paulm Help - Nextbase GW.
Replies 2 Views Mar 10, 12harry. Subscribe to our YouTube channel. Latest News. Top Bottom.
Dash cams may not be quite the curiosities they once were, becoming more popular every day.
So we rounded up the best to help guide your decision. Take a look below at quick info of the
top five dash cams, then scroll down for buying advice and more in-depth reviews. Many also
have a small built-in screen to let you quickly review footage, and set up the camera itself.
Beyond the basics, many dash cams also have built-in GPS to let you track your route and
record data speed and location along with your video. Smart features like voice control and
smartphone connectivity are also increasingly common. And those looking to go all out in
terms of security may also want to look for a model that can be hardwired to your car as
opposed to simply plugged into a spare USB port or powered by its own battery. While dash
cams are becoming more commonplace, there can be some legal issues with using them that
vary from state to state and country to country. Dash cam manufacturer Nextbase has this
comprehensive guide to regulations in the U. To select these dash cams, we relied on our own
previous testing and researched expert opinions from trusted publications including Wirecutter
, CNET , PC World , and others, as well as thousands of customer reviews from online retailers
like Amazon and Best Buy. In the latter case, we focused on reviews where a majority of
customers gave the dash cams four out of five stars or more, which we used to calculate our
Consumer Score. Chief among those is a lens with a wider field of viewâ€” degrees compared to
â€”which will let you capture more of your surroundings while driving. Otherwise, things stay
pretty much in line with its well-reviewed predecessor, including voice control and smartphone
connectivity, as well as driver alerts including collision and lane departure warnings. We put
that claim to the test when a 4Runner rear-ended a sedan a few hundred feet ahead of us.
Despite the distance, we could zoom in on the scene and clearly see what happened. The
camera has Wi-Fi, enabling easy transfer of footage to your phone. But CNET found it to be
more than capable for the price if you only need the basics. Resolution: p front and rear Field of
view: degrees front , degrees rear Extras: 2. Resolution: 4K front , p rear Field of view: degrees
front , degrees rear Extras: GPS, smartphone connectivity. Resolution: p Field of view: degrees
Extras: smartphone connectivity. It measures just over 1 x 1 x 2 inches, and is small enough
that your rearview mirror can completely hide it. If you can accept those trade-offs, PC World
found a lot to like from the Mini, including solid p video quality and great low-light performance
at nighttime. Resolution: p front , p rear Field of view: degrees front , degrees rear Extras:
Parking mode, optional GPS. When h
2006 scion xb serpentine belt replacement
mitsubishi asx service schedule
2000 silverado fuel pressure
ardwired to our vehicle, a combination front-and-rear cam like the Vantrue N2 Pro will keep

watch on the inside and outside of your vehicle at all times, which can be helpful in the event of
a break-in. Wirecutter was especially impressed with the interior camera, which performed well
even in complete darkness thanks to four infrared LEDs. Type keyword s to search. By Anthony
Alaniz and Don Melanson. Good Overall. Garmin Dash Cam Buy Now. Thinkware Q Pro. Best
Value. Apeman C Front and Rear Combo. Garmin Dash Cam Mini. Dash Cam Garmin amazon. Q
Pro Dash Cam. Thinkware amazon. C Dash Cam. Apeman amazon. GoSafe S Dash Cam. Papago
bhphotovideo. Blackvue amazon. Dash Cam Mini. N2 Pro Dash Cam. Vantrue amazon. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. More From Best Product Reviews of Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.

